Tuna have a tendency to swim under, around and any which-way, so it’s important to get the rod tip down to avoid
line contact on the boat, otherwise it can easily break.

TUNA SCHOOL
Warning. This style of fishing can become very
addictive. If you and the kids get a taste for
chasing tuna, time can stand still, you may find
yourself continually scouting for birds, and never
be able to pass a patch without having at least
one cast.
While plenty of learning happens in the
classroom, this lesson about food chains is a very
hands-on one and something kids won’t forget in
a hurry. It’s simple: fish chase bait schools, birds
eat the bait and the leftovers, small fish get eaten
by bigger fish, which again get eaten by bigger
fish, and so the cycle continues.
The trick is to look for congregations of
active birds dive-bombing into the sea to score
themselves a feed. If they are moving slowly, it
generally indicates an obliging school, but when
they step up the pace it makes fishing a lot more
dynamic.
Much to my husband’s frustration, I am a
tuna tragic. I always have a little spinning outfit
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on hand, so whenever I see a good flock of birds, I
am ready to cast a chrome lure under them.
I generally end up using (wasting?) a good

by Emma George

the tuna they had fought so gallantly for the past
20 minutes, and Cooper scooped wildly until it
finally landed in the net. As soon as the longtail
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hold!
There were so many birds tracking numerous
bait balls that it was difficult to choose which
one to target, so we opted for the biggest
number. Bailey’s little rod was retired in favour
of something more robust. The fish were on the
move and after some good boat handling, and
fast casting by Dan, he was on.
The fish made a great first run, but he’d
hooked a little mackerel on a mono trace and it
wasn’t long before its razor sharp teeth severed the
line. Simultaneously, the kids hooked a second
mackerel, but once they got it alongside the boat,

the hooks pulled and it gracefully swam away.
After a few hours of chasing tuna, we took the
boys snorkelling in the warm gulf waters around
Why Island, which was a very pleasant change of
pace. I often find it best to go home with the kids
still wanting more, rather than ending the day
with overly exhausted youngsters who might not
be so keen to fish next time.
As soon as Dan and Bo got home, they were
soon looking for metal lures and rigging up their
spinning rods ready for tuna. Apparently it was
just minutes before they were asking their dad to
take them chasing tuna the next day!
It’s great to see kids really enjoying their
fishing, learning new techniques, and increasing
their knowledge and skills. For me, it was
brilliant to have converted a couple more into
like-minded tuna die-hards.
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fishermum

20-30 minutes of valuable fishing time as I
send orders to the helm on where the birds are,
in order to give me just one more crack. As the
saying goes, “Happy wife, happy life” and I am
delighted that our boys have also inherited my
love of spotting all things feathery and pursuing
the black and chrome torpedoes beneath.
On a recent trip to Exmouth, we had glorious
calm weather, therefore the perfect opportunity
to target tuna. We were lucky to inherit our
friends’ two kids for the day, so with our three we
had five boys aged ten and under ready for some
tuna time.
While Exmouth locals Dan and Bo live in
tuna heaven, neither of them had actively chased
tuna before, so we were hoping for a couple of
converts.
Casting can get a bit wild with the excitement
of seeing silver, bullet-shaped fish launching out
of the water chasing their next feed, so we were
careful to put strict rules in place. Only two
casting at any one time, one at the rear and the
second on the front of the deck to separate the
flailing rods, while the other boys remained well
out of the way.
We generally let the kids choose their own
lures, but this time we persuaded them to ‘match
the hatch’. Mostly the smaller lures are winners,
although they don’t quite cast as far as the heavier
ones. Speed is also an integral factor when chasing
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FULLY ENCLOSED HARD TOP OPTION
ROOM FOR 15” SCREEN ELECTRONICS

The boys combined their efforts to land this one on light
gear, swapping over when their arms got tired.

SLEEPS TWO WITH OPTIONAL LOCKABLE DOOR

tuna; it helps to wind like crazy as a fast retrieve is
often more successful.
Just minutes from the boat ramp, we spotted
our first bird patch. The order of
fishos went
650F
youngest to oldest, so I was going to hook Bailey’s
fish, as was Dan for his younger brother, Bo.
Careful not to approach too fast and put the
fish down, Ashley manoeuvred the boat so we
were within easy casting distance. Within seconds
we had tuna following the lures being wound at
maximum speed.
I had a hookup about third cast in, and
passed the rod over to Bailey, who at four years of
age was our youngest angler.
Holding his little minnow rod tight, Bailey
couldn’t get any line back as the tuna made a dash
for freedom. He struggled to keep his balance as
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to your Signature dealer today about booking in a 650F test drive!
The kids crowded around to get a glimpse of

WALK AROUND DECK FOR EASY BOW ACCESS
EXTRA LARGE COCKPIT AREA
OPTIONAL TWIN LIVE BAIT TANKS
WITH VIEWING WINDOWS

Disclaimer: The information contained in this advertisement has been prepared with all
reasonable care, The Haines Group accepts no responsibility or liability for any errors,
omissions, data or misstatements however caused. Illustration artist impression only.

With a fish that was almost as big as himself, Bailey was thankful to have his friend and fishing accomplice Dan to
hold it up for a photo.
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